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Design Principles

Consistency:
Actions and objects should behave similarly across contexts.
This consistency is crucial in creating a system which appears
to users as a consolidated, working whole and enable usersto
transfer skills and concepts between applications.
"I like the way aclick of the left button [of the mouse]
makes a selwtion. It makea it easierto.getup tospeedou
newprograms I katu_'t seenbefore.*
-Sophomore engiaeerlng maior

• Predictability:
Consistency leads to a predictable system, a system m which
users can anticipate computer

behavior. We consldeted

predictability to be vital in establishing a sense of trust, so that
users feel comfortable using the system. Surprising behavior
might be considered entertaining in a game, but it is
frustrating and annoying in a tool
"Somdmw the table [inset] alumys cortusup in the
size, shape,and location that I expectedit to.
l don't etmt have to think about it- it jnst works. "
- Graduatestudent writing herdissertation on-line

• User locus-of-control:
Priority was given to features which put certain kinds of decisions
in the hands of the user. We believe that users are more comfortable
and productive

if they feel that they are in control.
"I like to arrange a document - and rearrange it depending on the audienc# I'm addressing.
For eachdocumtns, 1 'mable tosorry how much
visual stuff there is at the &ginning. _

"

- Teacherand developerofeducationalsoftware

•

Visual appeal:
What the user sees is paramount,

since much computer-human

communication takes place in the visual realm. Visual appeal makes
computer systems accessible and inviting.
"1get swept up in programs that are inviting you know, attractive, clean.
Time just flies -andwork seems likeplay. "
- English professor

• Direct Manipulation:
Users should have the sense that they are dealing directly with "teal" objects,
objects which - although

they ate two-dimensional

on a computer screen -

behave as objects in the users' prior experience might.
"U Jetsshould beable toful that the actions
they su on-line au really happening that they can trust what they seeand what they do.°
- Developer*corkingon the Andrew project
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Applying Guidelines

Questions
p_p_a

"l f l type, will the characters be entered in the

_._

l_c_-of-contm|

table

Guidelines

or text

portion

of the

In order to do any work with an inset beyond displaying it,
that inset must give some visual indication that it is currently
accepting input. The inset which is accepting input is
distinguished by: a border around the primeter of the inset,
menus appropriate to that inset and, in some cases,
a cursor change.

Visual appeal
Direct manipulation
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Question:

"HOW do I know where an inset begins and ends?"

Guideline:

An inset's border should visually indicate to users that
the inset may contain more information than they see and
that they can scroll the inset. This border should be

Direct manipulation
Predictability
Visual Appeal
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significantly distinct from the borders which surround
dialog boxes, selected insets, and insets whose entire
contents have been selected.
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"Will it all fit ill make the table smaller?
Will I still be able to recognize the raster images?"

Consistency

Predictability

Guideline:

If, for some reason, the surrounding inset does not allocate
sufficient space, then the inset must manipulate its
representation of the data co fit within the space that has been
allocated. All insets must be able to redisplay their contents
in the event that they are given insufficient space.
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MariaG.Wadlow
Maria Wadlow manages the Human Factors Design Group
and the Documentation Group at the Information
Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon University. Maria
is interested in understanding the role of computers in
creation and design processes, specifically in the areas of
information navigation, knowledge representation,
communication, and individualized learning.

DanBoyarski
Dan Boyarski is a member of the Information Technology
Center's Human Factors Design Group, as well as
Associate Professor and Head of Graphic Design at
Carnegie Mellon. Dan has been concentrating on the visual
aspects of human-computer interaction in his work with
Andrew, IBM, and Fitch RichardsonSmith.
PaulG.Crumley
Paul Crumley is a system designer at the Information
Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon. He received his
B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Carnegie Mellon in
1983. Paul takes a holistic approach to system design and
includes human factors as a component in the system.

ChristinaHaas
Christina Haas is a Consultant for Interface Design at the
Information Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon. She
received a PhD in Rhetoric in 1987 and is interested in
how computer technology impacts upon, and can be used
to support, processes of communication: writing, reading,
and managing infomation. She recently spent a year in
Japan studying written, oral, and computer communication
in Japanese companies.
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